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The development in electronics technology in the last decade has greatly increased
the use of power electronic-based non-linear loads. This power electronic equipment
consists of power electronic loads, Renewable Energy Sources (RES) (wind, solar
PV etc.) and new technologies such as heat-pumps, Electric Vehicles (EVs) and
LED lightings. Their greatest harmonic impact is expected on Low-Voltage (LV)
distribution networks. For this reason, it is essential to develop a robust analytical
tool for the analysis of the performance of LV networks in the presence of non-linear
power electronic equipment.
In this thesis, a modelling framework is developed to enable a more accurate
representation of the distribution system. The tensor, commonly used in physics
to characterize the invariant relationship of vectors in the coordinate axis, is a way
to achieve this phase-dependency representation accurately. PSCAD/EMTDC is a
time-domain analysis tool, which inherently models this phase-dependency; however,
it is incapable of modelling a complete distribution system. For this reason, it is
used as a benchmark for MATLAB program development in the frequency-domain.
Frequency-domain approach using tensor analysis has the ability to model very large
electrical networks accurately.
This work proposed and implemented two optimisation methods: Fourier Descrip-
tors (FDs) and Average Admittance Locus (AAL) for the approximation of tensors.
The region of linearity of non-linear devices around the operating point of the device
is determined. Laboratory experiment was carried out for the validation of tensors.
A test feeder is modelled to compare the accuracy of tensor analysis against the har-
monic Current Injection (CI) method and also through time-domain PSCAD/EMTDC
simulations. This validation leads to the implementation of tensor analysis on different
LV distribution systems, city and urban network. Different loading scenarios are
investigated due to the inherent fluctuating nature of residential and commercial loads.
The results of tensor analysis are compared against the CI approach. The results show
the greater accuracy of tensor analysis over the fixed CI method particularly as the
voltage distortion increases. The harmonic CI method does not consider the harmonic
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interaction between non-linear devices and the a.c. system nor the interaction between
multiple non-linear devices. Therefore, frequency-domain tensor analysis is expected
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The widespread use of power electronic equipment is changing the nature of our
electrical network [Watson et al. 2009a],[Sharifian et al. 2005],[Rawa et al. 2011].
Distributed Generation (DG) using Renewable Energy Resources (RES) is growing
rapidly [Lins et al. 2014],[Ahmed et al. 2008] and these invariably use a power electronic
interface. The nature of loads are also changing with many new non-linear, power
electronic-based, residential, commercial, industrial and rural loads being deployed.
Examples are LED lighting, heat-pumps (air-conditioners), Electric Vehicles (EVs)
to name but a few. Moreover, there is an increasing use of power electronics in the
transmission and distribution systems to overcome technical issues. For example,
HVDC transmission, STATCOMs, SVCs and solid-state voltage regulators. All these
power electronic devices generate harmonics and also respond to the harmonics from
other devices.
There is an increasing need to be able to analyse the harmonic levels in a modern
electrical power system due to the many non-linear devices (at load, generation and
transmission/distribution levels) in order to ensure the levels are maintained within
acceptable levels. At present the industry’s standard analysis method is the direct
Current Injection (CI) method, however, this assumes a fixed harmonic CI as shown
in Figure 1.1a. This does not model the interaction between the non-linear devices
and the a.c. system through the terminal distortion nor the interaction of multiple
non-linear devices in a system. However, with different magnitudes and phase-angles
of the supply voltage, the non-linear load’s harmonic current injection will vary. This
leads to the need to calculate the harmonic interaction with the a.c. network as shown
in Figure 1.1b.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 1.1 Harmonic Current Models (a) Fixed Harmonic Current (b) Harmonic Current Injection
It has been shown that the response of a power electronic converter is phase-
dependent and can be modelled by a Norton circuit where the impedance is a
tensor to model the phase-dependency [Smith 1996],[Smith et al. 1998b],[Hume
et al. 1998],[Smith et al. 1998a],[Bathurst 1999],[Collins 2006],[Wei 2009],[Wei et al.
2008],[Frater 2015],[Gallo et al. 2017],[Gallo et al. 2018],[Langella et al. 2018]. Phase-
dependency means that the apparent incremental impedance to a harmonic is a
function of the harmonic voltage distortion.
The aim of the present work is to develop a modelling framework to enable
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a more accurate representation of distribution systems containing power electronic
devices. Previously, the tensor representation of High-Voltage Direct Current (HVDC)
converters has been proposed in [Smith 1996]. Bruce Smith has proposed a 2nd order
tensor representation for nodal analysis of a network to incorporate phase-dependant
admittances. The Line Commutated Converter (LCC) HVDC schemes are current
stiff (as they use a Current Source Converter (CSC)) and this lends itself to tensor
representation. The thrust of this work is to investigate using tensor analysis for
modelling distribution networks. The question is how well tensor analysis can model
such systems, particularly with the different types of typical loads. A 2 × 2 tensor
matrix that represents the system is shown in Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2 Tensor Representations of the System
A simple test feeder, shown in Figure 1.3, is a typical distribution network
connected with different Installation Control Points (ICPs). The tensor representation
of such networks considers the harmonic interaction with the AC electrical network.
In this research, harmonic characterisation of non-linear devices is achieved using
time-domain PSCAD/EMTDC tool. Time-domain is a powerful tool, as it inherently
models the harmonic interactions. However, it is unable to represent large distribution
networks; therefore, it is only used as the benchmark for the tensor analysis using
MATLAB. Frequency-domain tensor analysis is used for the modelling of distribution
networks. Tensor analysis has the ability to model large distribution networks using
MATLAB.
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Figure 1.3 Electrical Power System Configration
In addition, non-linear devices are linearised around the operating point by
perturbation analysis. It is evident from experimental results that CSCs have a larger
linear region around their operating point than Voltage Source Converters (VSCs).
Fourier Descriptors (FDs) and Averaging Admittance Locus (AAL) methods are used
for determining the tensors from the loci obtained from the experiment. Moreover,
these methods are not only used to find the tensors but also linearity region in the
frequency-domain. These optimisation methods are used to determine whether the
device is in its linear region and the limits to the tensor’s validity.
1.2 MOTIVATION
The aim and objective of this work are to develop a comprehensive modelling framework,
based on tensors, for a distribution network in the presence of power electronic devices.
In a distribution system, the non-linear behaviour of power electronic devices
injects harmonic current into the network. In reality, this harmonic injection is a
function of voltage at the device’s terminals and the purpose of a tensor representation
is to obtain a more accurate representation of this behaviour. Traditional frequency-
domain analysis solves a set of equations, which does not give the harmonics’ interaction
between the power electronic loads and a.c. source or between multiple power electronic
loads. However, the proposed tensor representation builds incremental admittance
matrices of non-linear devices, which will model the harmonics interactions between
the power electronic load and a.c. source or between multiple power electronic loads
accurately.
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1.3 THESIS CONTRIBUTION
This thesis contributions are as follow:
1. Investigated the phase-dependency of typical non-linear devices using perturba-
tion analysis.
2. Investigated the linearity region in the frequency-domain of different non-linear
devices.
3. Built a laboratory experiment for the validation of tensors.
4. Developed a library of tensors of household appliances, i.e. washing machine,
fluorescent lamp, refrigerator, heat-pump, etc.
5. This work has shown the ability to combine the tensors for each non-linear
appliance to form a overall tensor that represents the whole house without
compromise in accuracy.
6. Obtained a tensor representation of a test feeder to compare and validate results
against CI and PSCAD/EMTDC.
7. Showed how tensor analysis can be used to model typical distribution systems,
as seen by applying to two New Zealand distribution systems i.e. city and urban
systems.
1.4 THESIS OUTLINE
A roadmap for solving the problem:
Chapter 2: The basis of harmonic modelling of non-linear devices is presented in
this chapter. The step-by-step building of tensors is carried out. Different optimisation
techniques are presented and compared for the approximation of tensors and determine
the region of linearity of devices around its operating point.
Chapter 3: A laboratory experiment is carried out for the validation of tensors.
AAL and FDs methods are applied to the generated data obtained from the laboratory
experiment and PSCAD/EMTDC. Tensors addition of different non-linear devices is
proposed and evaluated to obtain resultant tensor matrix for all appliances in a house.
In addition, a large number of simulations for different values of capacitors, and loads
are performed to define the region of linearity.
Chapter 4: The first part of this chapter is the overview of non-linear devices such
as lighting equipment, refrigerator, TV, oven, heat-pump, etc., using PSCAD/EMTDC.
The second part introduces the harmonic representation of a distribution feeder using
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both time-domain and frequency-domain simulations. For the first time, tensors of non-
linear devices are combined to form a resultant tensor that represents the whole house
without compromising accuracy. Tensor representation of the test feeder is obtained
and compared with, and validated against, the CI and time-domain simulations.
Chapter 5: In this chapter, a modelling framework using tensors is developed to
represent different distribution networks accurately. Due to residential and commercial
devices’ consumption fluctuation nature throughout the day, different loading scenarios
and demand patterns are investigated. These investigations lead to a prediction of the
potential impact of different load types on the LV feeders and, consequently, a proper
network design of the networks.
Chapter 6: This chapter summarises the research described by this thesis. The




Power system modelling is important for the planning and operation of electrical power
systems. With the installation of more power electronic devices in the power network,
there is a need to accurately model an electrical power system to ensure satisfactory
performance.
In this chapter, an accurate tensor representation of an electrical distribution
system is presented using both the time and frequency-domains. A single non-linear
load is modelled to understand its characteristic in the presence of pre-existing
distortion and to develop a tensor representation. The system is tested for different
levels of harmonic distortion limits and the corresponding tensors are calculated for the
approximation of admittance loci. FD and an AAL are presented for the approximation
of tensors and to determine the linear region of the device around its operating point
in the frequency-domain. Results from these two optimisation techniques showed
robustness when compared with actual admittance and tensor obtained before applying
optimisation techniques.
2.2 CHANGING DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM LOADS
The desire to transition to a low carbon electrical system which is more efficient and
more controllable is causing the widespread deployment of power electronic based
equipment, including in the Low Voltage (LV) level at customer premises. The essential
voltage and current rating of different power electronic devices for different areas are
well explained in [Tolbert et al. 2005]. The power electronic interfaced DG units and
power electronic loads contribute to the harmonic distortion and there is a need to
consider this when performing planning studies for a distribution system.
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2.3 MODELLING OF AN ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM
Due to the many adverse effects of harmonic distortion [Arrillaga et al. 1997],[Acha
and Madrigal 2001],[Arrillaga and Watson 2004] it is important to have adequate
modelling tools to enable planning studies to be performed, as well as for investigating
operational problems when they occur. Modelling tools can be classified as time-
domain, frequency-domain or a hybrid of the two. Each has its advantages and
disadvantages.
2.3.1 Time-Domain Modelling
Time-domain simulation is a mature method for analysing the power system tran-
sients. Time-domain models are based on the differential equations representing the
power system components and are solved using numerical integration algorithms [Das
2002]. The time-domain approach includes Alternative Transient Program (ATP),
PSCAD/EMTDC [Woodford et al. 1983], and Electromagnetic Transient Program
(EMTP) [Dommel 1969] which all use the Numerical Integrator Substitution (NIS)
method (also known as Dommel’s method due to his classic paper and program
that popularised it). These programs are used extensively for power system analysis.
However, due to the computational effort and the need to run long enough to obtain
an accurate steady-state, time-domain techniques are limited in the size of the sys-
tem that can be modelled. The limitations of time-domain simulation can be seen
while considering a wide range of power-quality issues that need frequency dependant
equivalents for much of the system.
The NIS approach uses a numerical integrator to convert all the Ordinary Dif-
ferential Equations (ODEs) representing each component into difference equations.
The system equation is formed by using nodal equations to obtain a conductance
matrix. The elements of the conductance matrix are functions of the time-step used
[Watson et al. 2018],[Dommel 1986]. This results in a direct solution technique for
each time-point rather than iterative. The computational decoupling of parts of the
system separated by transmission lines or cables can also be used to increase computa-
tional efficiency [Semlyen and Iravani 1993]. The direct time-domain simulation also
represents switches and non-linear elements in a very straightforward way. In this
project PSCAD/EMTDC has been used to model a distribution network.
2.3.1.1 Electromagnetic Transient Analysis
The analysis of EMT is becoming a primary tool for understanding the performance of
an electrical power system for finding component ratings, explaining equipment failures
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or testing protection devices. EMT models are the most detailed type of power system
models. For the planning and operation of the electrical system, EMT programs (such
as EMTP and EMTDC) which are based on Numerical Integration Substitution (NIS)
(Dommel’s algorithm) are used to simulate transient disturbances of the system. This
method superseded the more computational expensive state variable analysis technique
[Watson 2010]. Applications of effective computational techniques to solve the EMT
problems are well described in [Watson et al. 2018].
In order to obtain the voltage and current harmonics the steady-state must be
obtained. The brute-force approach of running until the initialisation transient has
finished may require a significant number of cycles to be simulated. This is especially
true if there are some long time-constants in the circuit. The Fast Periodic Solution
was designed to overcome the initialisation transient and reach the steady-state. It
uses a Newton iterations-based method to iteratively refine the initial conditions to
remove the transient [Aprille and Trick 1972]. In [Semlyen and Medina 1995], the
convergence is improved in a time-domain based Newton methods. Fast periodic
solution is difficult to use with converters and is difficult to setup.
2.3.2 Frequency-Domain Modelling
In frequency-domain modelling, ODEs are transformed to complex algebraic equations
characterized by the complex phasor (in the rectangular or polar form) and it is easier
to incorporate the behaviour of components. Frequency-domain is basically a linear
methodology and the superposition principle is used which enables each harmonic
frequency to be considered separately [Densem 1983].
Many frequency-domain models are already presented in the literature, which are
divided into the CI method, linearised methods and iterative non-linear formulations.
The time-variant converters, in the absence of commutation variation, possess linear
harmonic transfer features [Smith 1996]. The benefits of both approaches are apparent,
the linearised approaches taking benefit of the fixed operating point method to
produce fast solutions while iterative non-linear approaches compromise solution speed
to completely model minor operating point deviations and the related non-linearity.
Frequency-domain modelling is accurate for many power system applications and
certainly it is much more efficient when compared with time-domain approaches. The
frequency-domain is capable of accommodating frequency dependent components
easily in the system admittance matrices. A range of frequency-domain correspondent
already exists for normal system components. However, unlike time-domain techniques,
the frequency-domain techniques do not possess modular control blocks.
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2.3.2.1 Power-Flow
As an introduction to frequency-domain modelling the first task undertaken was
investigating fundamental frequency power-flow analysis. A three-phase 3-wires and
three-phase 4-wires system load-flow analysis were modelled using Newton-Raphson
(NR), Backward-Forward (BF) Sweep and CI methods. The impact of grid-connected
RES on power systems is analysed. A traditional three-phase power-flow approach
generally considers a 3-wire configuration which assumes the system is balanced.
However, a distribution system is three-phase 4-wire system as it must service single-
phase loads. Hence, the distribution system may have a considerable levels of unbalance.
A number of research has been presented on power-flow analysis using NR [Arrillaga
and Callaghan 1989],[Nguyen 1997],[Zimmer et al. 2013], BF Sweep [Chang et al.
2007],[Samal and Ganguly 2015] and CI [Watson et al. 2016] methods.
Simulation results show that the CI method is robust in terms of computation
time, and accuracy. In addition, it is able to explicitly include the neutral wire to
precisely analyse impact of unbalance caused by RES and EVs on the distribution
network.
2.3.2.2 Harmonic Analysis
Computationally, harmonic analysis in the frequency-domain has a number of ad-
vantages over time-domain simulation due to the ability to model large systems and
computational efficiency. The harmonic domain is a subset of the frequency-domain
modelling approach and various such harmonic models have been proposed and devel-
oped in accordance with the intended application [Arrillaga et al. 1995],[Smith et al.
1996],[Arrillaga et al. 1997],[Smith et al. 1997],[Fauri 1997],[Bathurst et al. 1998],[Smith
and Arrillaga 1999],[BaSudan and Hegazy 2001],[Arrillaga and Watson 2004],[Medina
et al. 2013]. Some of the frequency-domain harmonic analysis methods developed are:
• Direct method [Densem et al. 1984],[Hume 2002],[Larsen et al. 1989],[Wood 1993]
• Fixed-point techniques [Smith et al. 1998a],[Reeve and Baron 1971]
• Harmonic Domain [Smith 1996]
• Harmonic Power-Flow (HPF) methods [Bathurst et al. 1999]
• Dynamic Harmonic Domain (DHD) method [Arrillaga et al. 2004]
• Couple Y Matrix Method (CYMM) [Sun et al. 2007]
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As mentioned previously, one of the main limitations of the frequency-domain
approach has been the use of fixed current injection by the non-linear components. The
first method to overcome this was the use of fixed-point iterative techniques (Iterative
harmonic analysis and multiphase harmonic load-flow). Although Iterative harmonic
analysis [Carbone et al. 1993],[Arrillaga and Callaghan 1989],[Arrillaga and Watson
2004] and multiphase harmonic load-flow [Dommel 1969],[Xu et al. 1991],[Watson
et al. 2009b] are different algorithms they both use a fixed current injection for the
AC system solution and a non-linear model which re-evaluated the current injection
(based on terminal conditions) each iteration. Cross-coupling terms are not adequately
represented and convergence is not robust. Many techniques were developed to improve
convergence. A full linearisation of the non-linear device will more accurately model
it while improving the convergence properties and this leads to the use of Norton
equivalents and tensors.
2.4 TOTAL HARMONICS DISTORTION (THD)
Non-linear loads generate harmonic currents which result in harmonic voltage distortion
throughout the power system. Extensive use of non-linear loads is becoming an
important harmonic source. The quality of these non-linear devices has a significant
influence on the VTHD throughout the power system.
THD is a measurement of the distorted harmonic in a signal. THD of current
















Where Ih and uh are the magnitude of the nth harmonic.
2.5 TENSOR REPRESENTATION OF DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEM
A Norton equivalent can alleviate the limitations of the frequency-domain approach,
however, power electronic equipment is phase-dependent in its harmonic response.
There are two possible ways to represent this phase-dependance. Using a positive and
negative frequency coupled matrix or tensor representation using positive frequencies
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only. The latter approach has been adopted for this work. Tensors have been used for
HVDC converters, however, the present work is extending this to modelling distribution
systems with a large number of non-linear devices. This means tensors of devices
need to be combined to an overall tensor and the limits of the representation need
to be determined and compared to realistic harmonic levels. The development of a
tensor, as will be explained, involves linearisation around an operating point. It can
be viewed as a Norton equivalent where the parallel admittance is a 2× 2 tensor.
A harmonic domain model for solving harmonics in an AC system with an HVDC
converter was first proposed by Smith [Hume et al. 1998, Smith et al. 1998a, b, Smith
1996]. Smith developed the tensor framework and demonstrated its use for modelling
HVDC converters in rectification mode, considering the significant phase-dependence
and frequency cross-coupling effects. Another noteworthy accomplishment was the
analytic derivation of the harmonic Jacobian matrix. Later, Bathurst extended Smith’s
harmonic domain model to full HVDC link [Bathurst et al. 1999] for a fuller set of
HVDC link configurations.
A number of harmonic domain models are presented by Collins in [Collins 2006]
to calculate the steady-state performance of FACTS devices including a Static Syn-
chronous Compensator (STATCOMs) and a Static Synchronous Series Compensator
(SSSC). Collins adopted the tensor linearisation using positive frequency real-values
decompositions and represented the phase dependency of the power electronics devices
using tensor admittance. In this work, for the first time tensors were used for the
voltage source converters. Frater has developed the Frequency Coupling Matrix (FCM)
approach for the modelling of non-linear devices [Frater 2015]. A tensor representation
is used to model the phase-dependent behaviour of CFLs, and a linear flourescent
tube, where FDs is used for the approximation of tensor. In recent research Langella
has also used Tensor representation and FD for the assessment of FCMs of Power
Electronic Devices [Gallo et al. 2017],[Gallo et al. 2018],[Langella et al. 2018].
Wei has modelled the phase-dependency of CFL’s to provide a better harmonic
analysis [Wei 2009]. The CFLs linearisation for different percentage of voltage dis-
tortions was implemented and the admittance tensor was built. Two optimisation
methods were used, namely AAL and averaging tensor to obtain tensor. AAL tech-
nique is considered in this research to get an accurate tensor representation of the
distribution system.
2.6 BUILDING THE TENSOR STEP-BY-STEP
In order to represent a complete distribution system by tensors, a linearisation of the
power electronic devices is achieved which is able to explain the phase-dependency







Figure 2.1 Non-linear Load PSCAD/EMTDC Model
for different harmonics. A single non-linear load is modelled in PSCAD/EMTDC to
gain an understanding of how to build a resultant tensor matrix for different harmonic
frequencies. The time-domain program PSCAD/EMTDC is a powerful tool but not
able to model a large distribution system explicitly. Therefore, PSCAD/EMTDC
simulations are only used as a benchmark to help generate tensors.
2.6.1 Perturbation Analysis
The linearisation of non-linear devices is obtained through perturbation analysis.
The magnitude and phase-dependency relationship of a power electronic device is
determined by injecting a small voltage distortion at the input terminal and the current
response is observed. The response to the voltage distortion is phase-dependant. Any
distortion at specific frequency produces current harmonics at different frequencies.
Figure 2.1 shows a simple system that is modelled in PSCAD/EMTDC. The FFT
block in PSCAD/EMTDC is used to measure the harmonic voltages and currents in
the system as a function of time. In order to determine the phase-dependency at a
frequency, a voltage distortion is injected at different angles (0°, 10°, 20°,. . . , 360°)
and the harmonic current response is observed. Four harmonic distortion levels are
considered 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the AS/NZS61000.2.2:2003 limits [61000.2.2
2003]. For example, 100% of the distortion limit is 5% voltage distortion for the
3rd harmonic. Other harmonics have different limits according to AS/NZS 61000.2.2
standards. Since the purpose is to calculate the harmonic voltage and current levels
one tensor is needed to represent the device at all realistic distortion levels. The loci
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of third harmonic voltages and currents for different phase angles and distortion levels
are shown in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 respectively.
























Figure 2.2 Loci of ∆V3 for Different Distortions Limit
The incremental admittance of the system for all perturbation can be calculated





Where m is the current harmonic order and n is the harmonic order of the voltage





Admittance matrix for all the harmonics is expressed in Equation 2.5. Note the
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Figure 2.3 Loci of ∆I3 for Different Distortions Limit
Based on this approach, the loci of the 3rd harmonic admittances having voltage
distortion magnitudes of 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the limit are shown in Figure 2.4
and Figure 2.5.
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50% of the Distortion Limit
First Point
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75% of the Distortion Limit






100% of the Distortion Limit
Figure 2.4 Loci of Admittance Y(3,3) for Different Distortions Levels (Separately)
2.6.2 Tensor Representation /Tensor Admittance
Smith established a framework to linearise the HVDC converter [Smith 1996]. He
has used PSCAD/EMTDC for the modelling of an HVDC converter. He proposed a
2× 2 tensor framework and demonstrated its use for modelling HVDC converters in
rectification mode while considering the significant phase-dependence and frequency
cross-coupling effects. In this work the same approach is used to investigate tensor
analysis for the modelling of distribution systems. The relevant Equations (2.7 - 2.19)
and Equations (2.23 - 2.26) provided by Smith [Smith 1996] are represented in this
section, as it forms the basis for the work undertaken.
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Figure 2.5 Loci of Admittance Y(3,3) for Different Distortions Levels (Together)
The voltage-current source representation of any power system component can be:
I = F (V ) (2.6)
In Equation 2.6, the complex vector function F can be non-linear. There can be
a linear cross-coupling among harmonics for a linear function F, the cross-coupling
and phase-dependence do not imply non-linearity in the frequency-domain. The
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Expanding F into its components gives
IR + jII = FR(VR, VI) + jFI(VR, VI) (2.8)















A linear and non-analytic injection be:
I = Y1V + Y2V ∗ (2.12)








= Y1 + |Y2|∠(∠Y2 − 2∠V ) (2.15)
Phase-dependence as an admittance coupling is:
∆I = Y1∆V + Y2∆V ∗ (2.16)







Y1R + Y2R Y2R − Y1I






If conjugated quantities are considered as negative frequencies, then the linearised
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It has been shown that the response of a power electronic converter is phase-
dependent and can be modelled by a Norton circuit where the admittance is a tensor,
derived in Equation 2.18, to model the phase-dependency. Phase-dependency in
Figure 2.6 shows apparent incremental admittance which is a function of the harmonic
voltage distortion. Similarly, the voltage and current are represented by a 2×1 matrix
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Figure 2.6 Phase-Dependent Admittance Locus for an Admittance Tensor
Admittances with no phase-dependency are expressed as a complex number
which is a point in the real-imaginary plane. However, a tensor 2x2 expresses the
phase-dependency in circular locus around a complex admittance point. A circular
admittance of a tensor lies on the complex-plane having a radius r, with real-axis a,
imaginary-axis b, and rotation γ is shown in Figure 2.6.
The parameters of circular admittance related to tensor components are determined
by the following formulae:
a = 12(Y11 + Y22) (2.23)
b = 12(−Y12 + Y21) (2.24)
r = 12
√
(Y11 + Y22)2 + (Y12 + Y212) (2.25)
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γ = tan−1 Y12 + Y21
Y22 − Y11
(2.26)
The circular admittance tensor is a useful tool for calculating the phase-dependency
and represents the limits of magnitude and phase angles of the admittance matrix
that can be created at various harmonics. For tensor creation, different harmonic
perturbations and the base case is used. Four unknowns Y11, Y12, Y21 and Y22 of 2nd
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∆V1 = Vperp1 − Vbase (2.28)
∆V2 = Vperp2 − Vbase (2.29)
∆I1 = Iperp1 − Ibase (2.30)
∆I1 = Iperp1 − Ibase (2.31)
Data gained from two perturbed solutions is sufficient to solve all the four com-
ponents of the tensor. If the admittance is phase-dependant, then Y11 6= Y22 and
Y12 6= −Y21, and tensor becomes a circular locus around the admittance point. The
centre and radius of the circular locus of the tensor can be calculated using four real
values of a 2nd rank tensor.
centre = 12(Y11 + Y22) + j
1
2(Y21 − Y12) (2.32)
radius = 12
√
Y11 + Y22)2 + (Y12 + Y212) (2.33)
The loci of 3rd harmonic admittances and the corresponding Actual Tensor(AT)
(without approximation) obtained using voltage distortions magnitudes of 25%, 50%,
75% and 100% are shown in Figure 2.7. The admittance loci are a double traced
circle for 25% of the limit and the AT is the good approximation to the admittance
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loci. However, as the distortion level increases from 50% to 100% of the limit, the
admittance loci shows deviation from a circular shape. The resulting AT shape does
not fit the incremental admittance loci. Therefore, an approximation of the tensor is
required to get an accurate tensor representation of power electronic devices.
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Incremental Admittance
AT - Without Optimisation
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100% of the Distortion Limit
Figure 2.7 Admittance Loci and AT of Y(3,3) for Different Distortions Limit
2.7 TENSOR OPTIMISATION TECHNIQUES
Tensor accuracy is important for a wide range of applied voltage distortions. A
certain level of distortion yields a linear double traced admittance loci, which have
similar magnitudes. However, high distortion levels deviate from the double traced
circles to partially overlapped circles. Besides the distortion level, the accuracy
depends on the frequency of harmonics. For example, harmonics lower than the ninth
harmonic are doubled traced circles which are better than higher harmonics in terms
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of accuracy Appendix B. Therefore, it is evident from the experiment that if the load
admittance loci are not doubled traced, the tensor representation will not be accurate.
Each perturbation may produce different tensor shapes which are not accurate for
high level distortions and higher harmonics. In order to get a more accurate tensor
representations, two optimisation techniques are implemented and tested at different
levels of distortion and harmonics.
2.7.1 Fourier Descriptors
The derived admittances at each phase angle (0 to 2π) of the voltage distortion are
utilised to calculate the tensor. The derived admittance is vulnerable to experimental
errors, and can have other higher complex non-linearities. Collins implemented FDs
for the linearisation of the tensor and the representation of the phase-dependency
of power electronic devices [Collins 2006]. This is an effective approach to enhance
linearity region of power electronic devices. FDs are usually used in image processing
to classify the closed loop objects [Zahn and Roskies 1972].
Locus of the tensor in Figure 2.6 is a closed loop in the complex plane which
its FDs describes how the admittance changes with regards to the applied distortion









where, y(np) represents there admittance measures at nthp voltage phase angle and
Yfd[k] is a Fourier descriptor. Geometrically, the direct term of the tensor is equal to
the offset of the admittance circle from x-axis and y-axis and relates to the zeroth FD.
The direct and conjugate terms from the FDs can be obtained as follows.
yda + jydb = Yfd(0) (2.35)
yca + jycb = Yfd(−2) (2.36)
The admittance loci of Y(3,3) are calculated and represented in Figure 2.4. FDs
are applied to the admittance loci of Y(3,3). The resulting current and double traced
circular loci of FDs are shown in Figure 2.8. The third harmonic current is an elliptical
shape for all percentages of voltage harmonic distortion. Also the tensor - FD is
around the admittance loci.
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(c)
Figure 2.8 (a)Loci of Current ∆I3- PSCAD/EMTDC and FDs (b) Loci of Current ∆I3- FDs (c)
Admittance Loci and Corresponding FD Tensors of Y(3,3) for Different Distortions Limit
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2.7.2 Averaging Admittance Locus (AAL)
Another optimal solution is AAL which yields double traced circles [Wei 2009]. Rear-
ranging Equations (2.23 - 2.26) gives the following.
if −π2 < β <
π
2
Y11 = r × cos(γ) + ave(Yreal) (2.37)
Y22 = −r × cos(γ) + ave(Yreal) (2.38)
elsewhere,
Y11 = −r × cos(γ) + ave(Yreal) (2.39)
Y22 = r × cos(γ) + ave(Yreal) (2.40)
if −0 < β < π
Y12 = r × sin(γ) +−ave(Yimag) (2.41)
Y21 = r × sin(γ) + ave(Yimag) (2.42)
elsewhere,
Y12 = −r × sin(γ)− ave(Yimag) (2.43)
Y21 = −r × sin(γ) + ave(Yimag) (2.44)
With the help of the above mentioned equations, the AAL can be calculated
resulting in a double-traced circle. The tensor of the average double-traced admittance
circle is shown in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9 Admittance Loci and Corresponding AAL Tensors of Y(3,3) for Different Distortions
Limit
Simulation for AAL and FDs are carried out for different percentage of voltages
and for harmonics level. A great computational efficiency is seen for tensors obtained
after applying both approaches. For 100% of the distortion limit the AT is a good
approximation to the admittance loci in comparison with tensors obtained using FDs
and AAL. AT and after optimisation methods of Y(3,3) is calculated as shown in
Equations (2.45 - 2.47) and is showing in Figure 2.10. Both optimisation techniques
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A comparison is carried out between FDs and AAL for 3rd and 7th harmonics as
shown in Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12, respectively. The purpose is to calculate one
tensor which represent the device at all realistic distortions. Therefore, a tensor for
low distortion at 0.01% of the limit is used for the comparison of displacement of the
tensors obtained using voltage distortion magnitudes of 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% for
FDs and AAL techniques. In Figure 2.11, the double arrow shows the displacement in
tensors for different levels of the distortion. It can be seen that the tensors displacement
region is less for AAL when compared with FDs. Also, tensors obtained through
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Figure 2.11 Admittance Loci, AAL Tensors and FD Tensors for 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the
Distortion Limit for the 3rd Harmonic
AAL are more closer at low distortion than FD by 26.5%. Therefore, throughout this
research the AAL technique is considered because of its higher accuracy.
2.8 SUMMARY
In this chapter, the fundamentals of harmonic modelling of power electronic devices
and distribution systems are explained. The existing time and frequency-domain
techniques are reviewed. A test system is modelled and the admittance locus for
each of the different levels of distortion is obtained. From these loci, an approximate
admittance locus is derived and the corresponding tensor is calculated. Multiple
optimisation techniques were investigated for an accurate approximation of tensors
and determined the linear region of the device around its operating point in the
frequency-domain. Comparison between optimisation techniques is carried out and
found that AAL is more accurate and robust. Therefore, throughout this research
AAL is used for the accurate representation.
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Tensor at low Voltage Distortion
Figure 2.12 Admittance Loci, AAL Tensors and FD Tensors for 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the





In this work, a large number of simulations were carried out using PSCAD/EMTDC
and MATLAB. Therefore, it is important to validate tensors before moving to modelling
distribution networks with different types of typical loads. A laboratory experiment
was carried out using a Chroma programmable AC source and a Power Quality (PQ)
analyser. The Chroma was used as a voltage source and for the injection of voltages
distortion at different angles. The results generated from the laboratory experiments
are compared with PSCAD/EMTDC and MATLAB simulations.
In addition, the AAL and FDs methods are implemented on the data obtained
from the laboratory tests and PSCAD/EMTDC simulations. Having verified the
tensor, in the next step tensors of several non-linear devices are added. This validation
leads to a tensor representation of a distribution feeder (Described in Chapter 4). The
linearity region of different components is calculated by carrying out a large number
of simulations for different smoothing capacitors, inductors and loads. The linearity
region is defined as a region where the tensor is linear and accurate for different levels
of voltage distortion. For example, if the tensor is only valid for 2% distortion of the
fundamental voltage then there is a need to re-linearise the system around another
operating point.
3.2 TEST SYSTEM
In order to model distribution networks using tensors, there is a need to get an
accurate validation of the tensor. This validation is achieved by the comparison of
the software-based simulations and laboratory experiment. To illustrate this, a simple
test system comprised of a full-bridge rectifier consisting of a capacitor of 23.74 µF
and resistance of 4700 W is considered, as shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 Non-linear Load PSCAD/EMTDC Model
3.2.1 Computer Simulations
For the computer-based simulations, a time-domain PSCAD/EMTDC tool and
frequency-domain MATLAB simulations are used to get tensor representation of
Figure 3.1. The data obtained from the PSCAD/EMTDC is imported in MATLAB
simulations to obtain the incremental admittances and their tensors.
3.2.1.1 PSCAD/EMTDC
A time-domain simulation using PSCAD/EMTDC is carried out. The run time of the
simulation is taken as 0.5 s and the solution time-step is set to 50 µs. Figure 3.2 displays
the voltage and current waveforms and the harmonics that are the evident in the current
waveform. There are considerable harmonics. A FFT block in PSCAD/EMTDC is
used to get a bar-chart of the harmonics magnitudes, as displayed in Figure 3.3.
The results are obtained after 37 runs of PSCAD/EMTDC, in which the first run
is used as a base case. The FFT block in PSCAD/EMTDC is used to measure the
number of runs, HarmAngle, Imag, Iphase, Vmag, and Vphase for different distortion
limits. The results at 100% of the distortion limit for 3rd harmonics are given in
Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.2 The Voltage and Current Waveforms PSCAD/EMTDC
Figure 3.3 The Harmonic Voltage and the Current Magnitude and Corresponding Phases
PSCAD/EMTDC
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Table 3.1 Output Results from PSCAD/EMTDC Multi-run Simulations for 3rd Harmonic
No. of Runs HarmAngle Imag Iphase Vmag Vphase
1 0.0 0.1059 60.51 0.4934 -31.35
2 10.0 0.1017 56.87 0.1088 -60.24
3 20.0 0.1021 54.10 0.1127 -55.31
4 30.0 0.1026 51.70 0.1154 -50.28
5 40.0 0.1032 49.76 0.1168 -45.15
6 50.0 0.1039 48.34 0.1172 -39.82
7 60.0 0.1047 47.42 0.1163 -34.35
8 70.0 0.1054 47.00 0.1147 -28.66
9 80.0 0.1061 47.02 0.1122 -22.79
10 90.0 0.1068 47.43 0.1090 -16.74
11 100.0 0.1075 48.19 0.1053 -10.52
12 110.0 0.1081 49.24 0.1010 -4.140
13 120.0 0.1086 50.53 0.9625 2.391
14 130.0 0.1090 52.02 0.9088 9.132
15 140.0 0.1094 53.67 0.8523 16.02
16 150.0 0.1096 55.44 0.7917 23.13
17 160.0 0.1098 57.30 0.7276 30.50
18 170.0 0.1099 59.21 0.6596 38.28
19 180.0 0.1099 61.13 0.5910 46.37
20 190.0 0.1099 63.05 0.5189 55.28
21 200.0 0.1097 64.92 0.4466 65.07
22 210.0 0.1095 66.71 0.3740 76.61
23 220.0 0.1091 68.40 0.3047 90.73
24 230.0 0.1087 69.94 0.2433 109.7
25 240.0 0.1082 71.29 0.2000 135.7
26 250.0 0.1076 72.43 0.1925 168.5
27 260.0 0.1070 73.30 0.2257 -161.6
28 270.0 0.1063 73.85 0.2888 -139.9
29 280.0 0.1056 74.05 0.3670 -124.4
30 290.0 0.1049 73.85 0.4526 -112.6
31 300.0 0.1041 73.19 0.5431 -103.1
32 310.0 0.1034 72.05 0.6347 -95.13
33 320.0 0.1027 70.41 0.7255 -88.04
34 330.0 0.1022 68.28 0.8134 -81.60
35 340.0 0.1018 65.73 0.8957 -75.82
36 350.0 0.1015 62.87 0.9706 -70.38
37 360.0 0.1015 59.85 0.1035 -65.24
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The data from PSCAD/EMTDC is used as a benchmark to obtained admittances
in the MATLAB simulation. The results obtained from the computer simulation are
compared with laboratory experiment in next section.
3.3 LABORATORY EXPERIMENT
A load with the same parameters as modelled in PSCAD/EMTDC, is tested in
the laboratory shown in Figure 3.4. The Chroma Programmable AC Source is
used for injecting distortions with different angles. The Programmable AC Source
has advanced DSP technology, which can generate harmonics and interharmonics
waveforms. Therefore, this device is used to introduce periodic harmonics to the
waveform. A PQ analyser is used for measurements.
Figure 3.4 Lab Experiment for the Validation of Tensors
The harmonic voltages and currents are recorded while changing the voltage angle
from 0 to 360 degrees with a step size of 10 degrees. This testing is done for two
different levels of distortion. The first experiment is performed for 25% of the distortion
limit and the second is for 100%. The distortions are injected at 3rd, 5th and 7th
harmonics and the harmonic current magnitudes and angles were measured. Table 3.2
and Table 3.3 presents the readings for 25% and 100% of the voltage distortion limits,
respectively.
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Table 3.2 Lab Experiment: Harmonic Current magnitude and Phase Angle Readings when 25%
Harmonic Distortion Limit Injected
Angle Current Magnitude Current Phases
I3 I5 I7 I3 I5 I7
0 0.111 0.085 0.042 -24.76 136.55 -64.73
10 0.111 0.085 0.042 -25.54 137.92 -67.14
20 0.111 0.085 0.043 -26.31 139.25 -69.52
30 0.111 0.085 0.044 -27.07 140.55 -71.81
40 0.111 0.085 0.045 -27.73 141.89 -73.67
50 0.112 0.084 0.046 -28.28 142.95 -75.19
60 0.112 0.084 0.047 -28.72 143.96 -76.30
70 0.112 0.083 0.048 -29.03 144.78 -76.95
80 0.112 0.083 0.049 -29.17 145.35 -77.25
90 0.113 0.082 0.050 -29.26 145.78 -77.10
100 0.113 0.082 0.051 -29.18 145.95 -76.71
110 0.113 0.081 0.052 -28.91 145.78 -76.03
120 0.113 0.080 0.053 -28.6 145.28 -74.96
130 0.113 0.080 0.053 -28.17 144.58 -73.74
140 0.114 0.079 0.054 -27.64 143.60 -72.19
150 0.114 0.079 0.054 -27.02 142.38 -70.57
160 0.114 0.078 0.054 -26.38 140.81 -68.91
170 0.114 0.078 0.054 -25.74 139.19 -67.06
180 0.114 0.078 0.054 -25 137.44 -65.20
190 0.114 0.078 0.054 -24.27 135.62 -63.47
200 0.114 0.079 0.054 -23.64 133.72 -61.71
210 0.114 0.079 0.053 -22.95 132.28 -59.92
220 0.114 0.079 0.053 -22.37 130.70 -58.33
230 0.113 0.080 0.052 -21.84 129.56 -56.87
240 0.113 0.081 0.051 -21.32 128.74 -55.53
250 0.113 0.081 0.051 -20.97 127.89 -54.41
260 0.113 0.082 0.050 -20.66 127.66 -53.77
270 0.113 0.083 0.049 -20.59 127.55 -53.15
280 0.112 0.083 0.048 -20.54 127.90 -53.03
290 0.112 0.084 0.047 -20.64 128.37 -53.24
300 0.112 0.084 0.046 -20.94 129.09 -53.85
310 0.112 0.084 0.045 -21.36 130.01 -54.59
320 0.111 0.085 0.044 -21.84 131.09 -56.17
330 0.111 0.085 0.043 -22.45 132.28 -57.63
340 0.111 0.085 0.042 -23.19 133.64 -59.75
350 0.111 0.085 0.042 -23.98 134.94 -62.08
360 0.111 0.085 0.042 -24.69 136.28 -64.31
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Table 3.3 Lab Experiment: Harmonic Current magnitude and Phase Angle Readings when 100%
Harmonic Distortion Limit Injected
Angle Current Magnitude Current Phases
I3 I5 I7 I3 I5 I7
0 0.333 0.204 0.115 86.37 -26.15 -113.60
10 0.333 0.199 0.111 84.26 -28.963 -114.85
20 0.331 0.195 0.106 81.71 -33.07 -118.82
30 0.331 0.193 0.102 79.01 -37.70 -124.05
40 0.333 0.193 0.099 76.54 -42.27 -130.15
50 0.333 0.195 0.097 73.91 -47.41 -137.27
60 0.336 0.199 0.097 72.34 -50.56 -144.06
70 0.343 0.205 0.098 70.68 -54.07 -151.23
80 0.347 0.211 0.101 69.46 -56.79 -157.56
90 0.352 0.218 0.105 68.58 -58.80 -163.03
100 0.356 0.225 0.111 68.16 -60.01 -167.10
110 0.360 0.231 0.116 68.10 -60.55 -169.97
120 0.365 0.238 0.122 68.33 -60.54 -171.77
130 0.368 0.244 0.128 68.90 -59.82 -172.28
140 0.371 0.250 0.134 69.76 -58.65 -171.93
150 0.374 0.254 0.139 70.86 -57.03 -170.68
160 0.376 0.259 0.144 72.18 -54.98 -168.71
170 0.378 0.263 0.148 73.62 -52.74 -166.16
180 0.377 0.65 0.153 75.01 -50.04 -162.99
190 0.380 0.268 0.156 76.95 -47.27 -159.54
200 0.381 0.270 0.158 78.69 -44.45 -155.84
210 0.381 0.270 0.160 80.56 -41.32 -151.56
220 0.380 0.271 0.161 82.36 -38.35 -147.46
230 0.379 0.270 0.162 84.17 -35.20 -143.01
240 0.378 0.269 0.162 85.89 -32.29 -138.70
250 0.376 0.267 0.160 87.54 -29.42 -134.32
260 0.373 0.265 0.159 89.03 -26.74 -130.16
270 0.371 0.262 0.157 90.33 -24.27 -136.00
280 0.368 0.258 0.154 91.42 -22.21 -122.37
290 0.364 0.253 0.150 92.25 -20.50 -118.96
300 0.360 0.247 0.146 92.76 -19.19 -115.94
310 0.356 0.341 0.141 92.88 -18.54 -113.46
320 0.352 0.234 0.136 92.59 -18.37 -111.43
330 0.347 0.227 0.131 91.82 -18.97 -110.18
340 0.343 0.219 0.126 90.54 -20.31 -109.72
350 0.339 0.212 0.121 88.83 -22.41 -110.31
360 0.335 0.205 0.116 86.89 -25.04 -111.77
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These data are used to obtain the admittance loci of the harmonics for the
laboratory experiment and PSCAD/EMTDC data. Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 show
the comparison between the computer simulation and the laboratory generated data.











































































































Figure 3.5 Incremental Admittance Loci for 25% of Harmonic Distortion Limit - Simulation vs
Lab Experiment
The PSCAD/EMTDC and the laboratory experimental results verify that the
admittance loci for all frequencies follow double traced circles with the same magnitudes.
The starting and ending points are close to each other and the rotation of circles for
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both simulation and experimental results agree. Therefore, this validation suggests
that the tensor representations of non-linear appliances can be used for harmonic
modelling of the distribution system.































































































Figure 3.6 Incremental Admittance Loci for 100% of Harmonic Distortion Limit - Simulation vs
Lab Experiment
In addition, optimisation methods are applied to the PSCAD/EMTDC and
laboratory generated data. The incremental admittances loci, AT, AAL and FDs
for three different harmonics are shown in Figure 3.7. For Y(3,3), the AT, which is
before optimisation, match the tensors obtained using AAL and FDs. However, the
incremental admittance loci of Y(3,5) and Y(7,7) shows deviation from double-traced
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circular shape. Therefore, the AT shape does not fit the incremental admittance
loci. On the other hand, tensor approximation using AAL and FDs shows a great
computational efficiency. As a result, tensors obtained using AAL and FDs are robust



























































































Figure 3.7 Incremental Admittance Loci, Actual Tensors, and FDs for 100% of Harmonic Voltage
Distortion Limit - Simulation vs Lab Experiment
3.4 ADDITION OF TENSORS
For modelling the distribution system, a library of tensors for different non-linear
devices is required. Adding tensors of different household appliances is important
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Figure 3.8 Three Loads Electrical Power Model for the Addition of Tensors
to get a resulting tensor matrix for each house. In this section, three non-linear
household appliances lighting equipment, desktop computer and TV are modelled in
PSCAD/EMTDC, as shown in Figure 3.8. In this research, circuit-based representation
consisting of a full bridge rectifier, standard smoothing capacitors and loads rating is
considered.
In the first step, only Load 1 is connected at a time and the tensor matrix Y1 of
the first 8th harmonics is calculated. The same simulations are repeated for Load 2
and Load 3 to get corresponding tensors Y2 and Y3. Those three tensors are added up
to get an resultant tensor. In next step all the three loads are connected and tensors
of YT is calculated. The sum of the tensors Y1, Y2, and Y3 is found to be equal to the
tensor YT that is computed when all the loads are connected as shown in Figure 3.9.
In the nodal analysis, the resulting current ∆IT is given as:
∆I = [Y ]∆V (3.1)
∆IT = ∆IT1 + ∆IT2 + ∆IT3 (3.2)
= [Y1]∆V + [Y2]∆V + [Y3]∆V (3.3)
= ([Y1] + [Y2] + [Y3])∆V (3.4)
= YT∆V (3.5)
Table 3.4 shows values for resultant tensors, estimated tensor and the difference
between them. A difference of 10−8 Siemens shows that the addition of multiple
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Figure 3.9 (a) Tensors Additions of Three Single-Phase Load (b) Actual Tensors When All the
Loads are Connected (c) Difference of Estimated Tensors and Actual Tensors
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Table 3.4 Resultant Tensor, Actual Tensor and Difference of Estimated Tensors and Actual
Y3 Y5
Resultant Tensor - (Y1 + Y2 + Y3)
Y3 0.6163 -0.1874 0.9796 -0.0625
-0.2433 0.2827 -0.5060 0.3765
Y5 0.6164 -0.1874 0.9800 -0.0627
-0.2434 0.2828 -0.5066 0.3764
Actual Tensors - (YT )
Y3 0.6163 -0.1874 0.9796 -0.0625
-0.2433 0.2827 -0.5060 0.3765
Y5 0.6164 -0.1874 0.9800 -0.0627
-0.2434 0.2828 -0.5066 0.3764
Difference = Resultant Tensor - Actual Tensor
Y3 -2.895e-08 1.157e-07 3.114e-08 1.7775e-07
1.197e-07 -5.948e-08 2.119e-07 -1.703e-07
Y5 -3.679e-08 2.825e-08 -1.298e-07 7.489e-08
5.4332e-08 -4.058e-08 1.9701e-07 -8.209e-08
appliances is applicable.
For a three-phase system, the YTensor can be expressed as in Equation 3.6. The
addition of a tensor of a single-phase load connected at phase-a will be added with
[YT ]Va,Ia of YTensor.


Y1,1 Y1,3 · · · Y1,n
Y3,1 Y3,3 · · · Y3,n
...
... . . .
...




Y1,1 Y1,3 · · · Y1,n
Y3,1 Y3,3 · · · Y3,n
...
... . . .
...




Y1,1 Y1,3 · · · Y1,n
Y3,1 Y3,3 · · · Y3,n
...
... . . .
...
Ym,1 Ym,3 · · · Ym,n

Va,Ic
Y1,1 Y1,3 · · · Y1,n
Y3,1 Y3,3 · · · Y3,n
...
... . . .
...




Y1,1 Y1,3 · · · Y1,n
Y3,1 Y3,3 · · · Y3,n
...
... . . .
...




Y1,1 Y1,3 · · · Y1,n
Y3,1 Y3,3 · · · Y3,n
...
... . . .
...
Ym,1 Ym,3 · · · Ym,n

Vb,Ic
Y1,1 Y1,3 · · · Y1,n
Y3,1 Y3,3 · · · Y3,n
...
... . . .
...




Y1,1 Y1,3 · · · Y1,n
Y3,1 Y3,3 · · · Y3,n
...
... . . .
...




Y1,1 Y1,3 · · · Y1,n
Y3,1 Y3,3 · · · Y3,n
...
... . . .
...






For the tensor representation, the non-linear devices were linearised around an operat-
ing point by perturbation analysis. It is evident from the experimental testing that
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employing large perturbations on a current source converter still results in a linear
response. Whereas, for voltage source converter, the linear region is much smaller.
To find the region of linearity, a test system was developed in PSCAD/EMTDC,
as shown in Figure 3.1. Different capacitor and load values were varied to find the
limits for where the system is linear and where it is not. Different percentage of
voltage distortions were injected at different frequencies, and the current response was
observed. The region of linearity for four harmonic distortions levels 25%, 50%, 75%
and 100% was calculated, as shown in Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.10 Linearity Region of Single-Phase Rectifier for Different Percentage of Harmonic Voltage
Distortion Limit
A large region of linearity can be seen for 25% of the limit, and the linearity
region decreased as the distortion level increased to 100% of the limit. Circuits with
a smaller smoothing capacitor had a larger region of linearity. The linearity region
rapidly decreased as the capacitor value increased from 1µF to 50µF . Moreover,
after a specific capacitor value, even doubling the capacitor value it has not make a
significant difference in the region of linearity. Therefore, for small values of capacitors,
the linearity region was more dependent on the value of resistors than the capacitors.
In order to define the limits of linearity, the first eight harmonics were tested. The
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region of linearity for 7th harmonic was smaller than the rest of harmonics. Therefore,
the nearest distortion level was considered which produces a linear circular locus for
7th harmonics.
3.6 SUMMARY
For the validation of tensors, this chapter successfully compared the results generated
from the laboratory experiment and the computer simulations. Laboratory testing
was performed using a Programmable AC Source and PQ analyser. For the first
time the tensors of different non-linear devices are added to form a resultant tensor
that illustrates the whole house without compromise in accuracy. Also, the region of
linearity is defined for different harmonic distortions levels.

Chapter 4
TENSOR REPRESENTATIONS OF AN ELECTRICAL
DISTRIBUTION FEEDER AND VALIDATION
4.1 CHAPTER OVERVIEW
Modelling of LV distribution networks has been challenging due to the size of the
system and the deployment of a large number of different power electronic devices.
Moreover, there are other factors that make this analysis complex, such as network
topology, levels of voltage distortion, and the time-varying nature of loads.
A number of publications have been presented to explore the harmonic behaviour
of different non-linear devices [Watson et al. 2009a],[Sharifian et al. 2005],[Rawa et al.
2011],[Doroshin and Neri 2014],[Kazibwe et al. 1990]. However, most of these examined
the impact of one or a few home appliances on the distribution network. Therefore, it
is essential to consider the combined effect of non-linear devices for better assessment.
To date, the CI method has been considered for modelling. This modelling does
not evaluate the interaction between non-linear devices and the a.c. system nor the
interaction between multiple non-linear devices. Typically, traditional frequency-
domain analysis solves a set of equations without considering these interactions.
However, tensor representation forms an incremental admittance matrix, which models
the interaction between non-linear devices and the a.c. system or between multiple
non-linear devices accurately.
The first part of this chapter provides an overview of non-linear devices such as
CFL, refrigerator, TV, oven, heat-pump, etc. PSCAD/EMTDC is used as a benchmark
to build a library of tensors of non-linear devices.
The second part of this chapter introduces the harmonic representation of a
distribution feeder using both time-domain and frequency-domain simulations. Time-
domain simulation is exclusively used to model the test feeder as a benchmark to
compare with other simulation algorithms. MATLAB simulation is used for the tensor
representation of the distribution test system. Multiple houses, with various non-linear
devices, have been connected with a test a.c. system. This chapter shows for the first
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time how the tensors for each non-linear device can be combined to form a resultant
tensor that represents the whole house without a compromise in accuracy. The tensor
representation of the test system is compared with, and validated against, the CI and
time-domain simulations. Once validated, the tensor-based simulation will replace CI
and time-domain simulations for modelling large distribution networks.
4.2 HARMONIC CHARACTERISATION OF POWER
ELECTRONIC DEVICES USING PSCAD/EMTDC
The use of modern power electronic-based loads is increasing dramatically due to their
advantages. One key advantage is their energy efficiency. Power electronic converters
in these devices can be categorised into three groups, namely:
• Small-sized converters are used in residential appliances, i.e., TV, PC, battery
charges, printers, and lightings.
• Medium-sized converters are being used for industrial purposes to control
motor speed, such as Variable Speed Drives (VSDs).
• Large-sized converters are installed in the transmission and distribution systems
to overcome technical issues — for example, HVDC transmission, STATCOMs,
SVCs, and solid-state voltage regulators.
In this thesis only small-sized converters are considered. These power electronic
devices produce harmonic currents which in turn cause voltage distortion which can
adversely affect equipment (cause maloperation, shorten lifetime, or even destroy) and
increase losses [Hardie and Watson 2010],[Grady and Santoso 2001].
4.2.1 Non-Linear Loads
The deployment of non-linear loads is expected to increase with the installation of
modern Televisions (TVs), PVs, advanced air conditioning systems, plug-in EVs,
lighting equipment (LED and CFLs), VSDs systems, and appliances with VSDs such
as fridges and freezers, as well as other standard residential and commercial loads. By
installing more power electronic equipment, an increase in harmonic currents injected
into the system will result [Watson et al. 2009a],[Sharifian et al. 2005],[Rawa et al.
2011]. Harmonic currents interact with the impedance of the power system to generate
the voltage distortion that affects power system equipment and the connected loads.
The overall impact of these harmonic currents depends on the number of non-linear
devices and their harmonic diversity. The harmonic diversity depends on the type of
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loads and their operating condition as this determines the phase angle of the harmonic
currents and hence whether they reinforce or reduce the overall harmonic voltage
magnitude [Sharifian et al. 2005].
Table 4.1 Electronic Devices and their Ratings
Devices Power Ratings (W) Irms (A)
Lighting Equipment 25 0.1023
Refrigerator 480 0.6118
Laptop Charger 250 0.310
Microwave 1200 6.035
TV 150 0.428
Induction Cooker 2000 4.474
PC 800 0.838
Heat-Pump 1350 5.400
Vacuum Cleaner 1450 6.808
Washing Machine 500 2.950
Figure 4.1 Washing Machine Power Demand Waveform for a Complete Cycle
Different devices, shown in Table 4.1, as a circuit-based were modelled in PSCAD/EMTDC.
These are not the maximum appliance’s ratings but these are assumed operating point.
Some appliances basically change their demands during their cycles. For example
testing of washing machine is shown in Figure 4.1. Mostly, the demand was jumping
around 0.8A. However, it jumped to 2.2 kW (around 10A) only when washing machine
was heating water and which was mainly resistive. Therefore, when simulating loads,
the lower power level were considered rather than the maximum.
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4.2.1.1 Lighting Equipment
Energy-efficient lighting technologies are being introduced on a large scale, which
are cost-competitive and have an increased lifespan. Electric lights have extensive
usage throughout the day to provide safer working conditions and comfortable living
environments. The total energy demand for lighting in residential and business areas
is considerable as shown in Figure 4.2 [European Commission 2010].
Figure 4.2 EU building energy consumption for residential and commercial buildings [European
Commission 2010]
Recently, LEDs and CFLs have emerged as energy-efficient alternatives to conven-
tional incandescent lamps and have quickly replaced them. CFLs are still commonly
used for residential and commercial purposes because of their low energy consumption
and long lifetime compared with incandescent bulbs. However, because of their non-
linearity, they inject harmonics into the system. The harmonic effect of individual
luminaries on the power network is very low because of their small power rating,
however their collective can become significant.
In this research, lighting equipment of different power ratings are modelled in
PSCAD/EMTDC. LEDs and CFLs have quite similar cross-coupling and effects
because they convert from AC to DC. The cross-coupling tensor admittance matrix is
calculated for the first eight harmonics of lighting equipment. Figure 4.3 depicts the
tensor matrix obtained using AAL (were calculated as per Section 2.7.2) for all the
cross-couplings up to the 8th harmonic. Note that the negative magnitudes means
a different sign on the incremental currents for the incremental change of voltage.
Also, note that there are significant off-diagonal entries showing coupling between
the harmonics orders. The significance of large or small tensor magnitudes can be
explained while looking at the currents flowing through the admittance in the Norton
equivalent circuit (Figure 1.1b). A very low magnitude of tensors means that there
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Figure 4.3 Lighting Equipment Tensor Matrix for All Harmonics
will be low change in current ∆I for the change in voltage ∆V , which indicates a
stable relation. However, with a large magnitude of tensors, there will be a significant
change in current ∆I and possesses high variability.
The magnitude and phase angle of the harmonic currents of lighting equipment
obtained using tensor representation are compared with PSCAD/EMTDC in Figure 4.4.
These show a very good agreement. Similarly, different tensor matrices for lighting
equipment of different ratings were built and stored in the tensors library.
4.2.1.2 Microwave
Microwaves are one of the commonly used appliances in both domestic and commercial
food serving kitchens. Microwave ovens are frequently used for heating foods, however,
several surveys showed that these are increasingly being used for cooking and defrosting
for a long-duration. Therefore, harmonic studies of the microwave are becoming an
important research area in recent years. The harmonic effect of a microwave oven
is much higher than the lighting equipment. The THD in the current waveform is
measured to be approximately 32.6%.
Cross-coupling admittances for all frequencies are shown in Figure 4.5. The
magnitude of tensors of all diagonal terms are high and equal, however, off-diagonal
terms are very low indicating little cross-coupling between harmonics of different orders.
Comparison of harmonics current obtained using tensors, and PSCAD/EMTDC is
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Figure 4.4 Lighting Equipment Comparison of Tensors and PSCAD/EMTDC
presented in Figure 4.6. and again good agreement is obtained.
Figure 4.5 Microwave Tensor Matrix for All Harmonics
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Figure 4.6 Microwave Comparison of Tensors and PSCAD/EMTDC
4.2.1.3 Refrigerator
A VSD based refrigerator is an example of periodic a non-linear load that injects
harmonics into the distribution networks. Considering refrigerators work throughout
the day, their harmonic components are becoming more important.
Rectifier circuit was modelled in PSCAD/EMTDC to represent the front end of
a modern fridge-freezer. There is not much cross-coupling at the off-diagonal values.
There is only cross-coupling at the mediate. The THD of the refrigerator is small
relatively when compared with other appliances. Figure 4.7 displays the 3D bar
representation of the tensor matrix of a refrigerator.
The comparison of the current harmonic spectrum using PSCAD/EMTDC and
tensors representation is shown in Figure 4.8. The third harmonic current is dominant
compared to other harmonics, which is 15% of the fundamental component. I THD is
calculated, to be 27% of the fundamental current.
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Figure 4.7 Refrigerator Tensor Matrix for All Harmonics
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Figure 4.8 Refrigerator Comparison of Tensors and PSCAD/EMTDC
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4.2.1.4 Laptop Charger
Nowadays, a large number of people own laptops. Most of the time, laptops chargers
are continuously connected to the power supply and produce harmonic currents that
are being injected into the electrical networks. It is observed that harmonics from
laptops are notable up to 50th harmonics.
Figure 4.9 show the cross-coupling between harmonics. Same as the refrigerator,
there is a low cross-coupling at the off-diagonals. A significant agreement can be seen
between tensors and PSCAD/EMTDC as shown in Figure 4.10.
Figure 4.9 Laptop Tensor Matrix for All Harmonics
4.2.1.5 TV and PC
A large number of Personal Computers (PCs) and Televisions (TVs) are presented in
a distribution network and cause harmonic distortion. The Liquid Crystal Display
(LCD) technologies, which replace Cathode-ray Tube (CRT) screens, are injecting
higher current harmonics into the network. Moreover, extensive research showed that
a significant amount of harmonic distortion cause in the distribution network during
different sporting events [Leitão et al. 2007],[Browne et al. 2007].
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Current magnitudes and phases for Laptop Charger
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Figure 4.10 Laptop Charger Comparison of Tensors and PSCAD/EMTDC
Personal usage of PCs is decreasing, therefore, the effect of the harmonic component
generated is rarely seen in the residential networks. However, these PCs do cause
quality issues when many are used in the same location as in some educational and
commercial facilities. This is because the concentration of a large number of these
devices in a single Installation Control Point (ICP) will lead to injecting high harmonic
currents. Therefore, accurate modelling is necessary to deal with this situation.
In this research, a PC rating of 800 W is modelled. Similar to other devices,
the cross-coupling of a PC increases from lower to higher harmonics, as shown in
Figure 4.11. A significant cross-coupling is present at the off-diagonals.
The harmonic spectrum of the current obtained using PSCAD/EMTDC and
tensor analysis is shown in Figure 4.12. Note that the current spectrum is relatively
high for all the harmonics unlike other devices previously mentioned in this chapter.
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Figure 4.11 PC Tensor Matrix for All Harmonics















































Figure 4.12 TV Comparison of Tensors and PSCAD/EMTDC
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Table 4.2 Selection of Tensors of Different Devices for all Houses
Library of Tensors of multiple devices House 1 House 2 House 3 House 4
1 Lighting Equipment X X X XX
2 Refrigerator X X X X
3 Laptop Charger X X
4 Microwave X X X
5 Washing Machine X
6 TV X
7 Induction Cooker X X X X
8 PC X
4.3 MODEL IMPLEMENTATION - TENSOR
REPRESENTATION OF A DISTRIBUTION FEEDER
In this section, a tensor representation of a distribution feeder is obtained for harmonic
analysis. This harmonic analysis included multiple non-linear devices in different
houses to simulate the condition of an actual feeder. Relying on the tensors for
individual devices obtained using PSCAD/EMTDC in the previous section, the tensor
presentation is expanded to obtain a tensor incorporating all devices in each house.
Moreover, this section discusses the process of including the service-main impedance
and its effect on the tensor matrix. After obtaining a tensor representation of the
distribution feeder in the frequency-domain, the results were compared with the CI
method and PSCAD/EMTDC.
A simple feeder of a distribution network supplied by 150kVA delta/wye trans-
former with impedance Zsc of 5%, as shown in Figure 4.13, was taken as the test
feeder. The feeder is modelled using series resistance of 0.297 ohm/km and inductance
of 0.0295 ohm/km as a line impedance [Elphick 2011]. It is connected to four houses
via a service-main line. This service-main line is assumed to be 20 metres for all houses
which is an average length of a service mains. Each house contains several random
non-linear households (between 5 to 8 devices) as shown in Table 4.2 and a linear load
of 3 kW in some cases.











Figure 4.13 Modelling of One Feeder
4.3.1 Time-Domain Modelling
In order to validate the tensor approach, time-domain PSCAD/EMTDC simulation is
used as a benchmark because it inherently integrates the operating point of the system
and any corresponding distortion in the system. However, as already mentioned,
this tool is not able to model large distribution networks completely. Moreover, this
approach requires a long simulation time to obtain steady-state solutions.
The test feeder, shown in Figure 4.13, is modelled in PSCAD/EMTDC which
involves both linear and non-linear loads. PSCAD/EMTDC simulation with a time-
step of 50µs and a simulation period of 0.5s is performed to obtain the current
waveforms for aggregated house loads, as shown in Figure 4.14. The magnitudes of
the aggregated house currents varied from house to house depending on the number
and type of its loads. As it can be seen that the house 4 has the highest current
magnitude of about 20A as it has eight devices connected. On the other hand house 3
has the lowest magnitude, about 10A, as only four devices are connected. Also, the
distortion in each waveform differs as will be evident when the harmonics components
are inspected later.
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For the frequency analysis, a three-phase FFT block in PSCAD/EMTDC is used
to measure the magnitude and phase angle of the harmonic currents, as shown in
Figure 4.15. As can be seen, the higher-order harmonic magnitude is noticeable
in house 2 and 4 because of the presence of the PC device (as it was shown in
Section 4.2.1.5). These results are used for the verification of the tensor approach to
harmonic analysis of a system.
Figure 4.14 PSCAD/EMTDC - The current Waveforms for All Houses





Figure 4.15 Harmonic Currents Magnitudes and Phases (a) House 1 (b) House 2 (c) House 3 (d)
House 4
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4.3.2 Frequency-Domain(Tensor Representation)
MATLAB was used to obtain a tensor representation of the test feeder. Frequency-
domain models have a short simulation time compared to time-domain PSCAD/EMTDC.
In this research, the harmonic modelling of the distribution network using tensors
is divided into three stages: creating tensor matrices, tensors addition, and solving
the system equations iteratively as shown in Figure 4.16.
Stage 1: The tensor matrices of multiple non-linear devices were obtained using
PSCAD/EMTDC. The resulting tensor matrices were saved as a tensor library.
Stage 2: This stage is summarised in Figure 4.17. In the transition 1, multiple
tensors of the non-linear devices are aggregated to represent the resultant house tensor,
as shown in Equation 4.1. Each of the admittances in Equation 4.1 is incremental
admittances representing the incremental admittances in the Norton equivalent circuit
shown in Figure 1.1b (Section 1.1). After aggregation, the service-main impedance
is added to have a more accurate representation of a house as seen from the feeder
Equation 4.2.







Stage 3: The nodal system admittance matrix Ysys is built using MATLAB
depending on the parameters of the networks. Then the current injection from
the base operation point Ibase are calculated using PSCAD/EMTDC that is without
distortion. VNodes are calculated based on the Ysys matrix and Ibase vector. Multiplying
VNodes by the YTensors the harmonic current injection INodes are calculated as shown
in Equation 4.4. As a result, the actual harmonic currents at all nodes are determined.
VNodes = inv(Ysys)Ibase (4.3)
INodes = (YTensors)Vbase (4.4)
INodes = Ibase − INodes (4.5)
The previous three stages are applied to the test feeder in Figure 4.13 to ob-
tain the magnitude and phase angle for current harmonics in the frequency-domain.
The resultant tensor matrices of the houses are calculated using Equation 4.1 and












Repeat For All Harmonic















Figure 4.16 Flowchart of the Harmonic Modelling of Distribution System using Tensors





Figure 4.17 Detailed Combined Load and service-main
Equation 4.2. A visual representation of the admittance tensor matrix can be seen
in Figure 4.18. It is evident that all the magnitude of tensors increases diagonally.
However, house 2 shows less increase due to the nature of devices in it, especially the
harmonics generated by the microwave (Figure 4.5).
Finally, Equation 4.3 to Equation 4.5 in stage 3 are solved iteratively to obtain
the solution. The number of iterations to obtain convergence was three in this case,
however, it could vary depending on the complexity of the system. Generally, this
complexity is associated with the structure of the network and the type of devices.
The magnitude and phase angle of the current harmonics were calculated to be as
shown in Figure 4.19.
The nodal system admittance matrix Ysys and Ibase were calculated. In the last
stage, the system was iterative until it converged. The proposed method was converged
reliably, and the solution of the system was achieved. Different scenarios were analysed
by considering the different number of devices for each house. The convergence rate
was different for different cases, but it was computational in-expensive. The number of
iterations depends on the types of devices and how many devices are being considered
into the system. In this model, it took three iterations to converge the system. The
different harmonic currents and the phases of all the houses are calculated, as shown
in Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.18 Admittance Tensor Matrix of a Feeder
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Figure 4.19 Current Magnitude and Phases of All Four Houses
4.4 SIMULATION RESULTS - VALIDATIONS
In this section, the time-domain and the frequency-domain results were compared for
the test feeder. In both domains, the results obtained from tensors and PSCAD/EMTDC
showed high similarity.
The tensor analysis results are converted to time-domain waveforms and are
compared to the PSCAD/EMTDC waveforms to demonstrate the accuracy, as shown
in Figure 4.20 to Figure 4.23. There is a significant similarity between tensors and
PSCAD/EMTDC. However, the slight differences in the current waveforms for houses
3 and 4 are due to truncation of the harmonic spectra used in the tensor analysis.
The results for tensor analysis, CI and PSCAD/EMTDC are compared in the
frequency-domain as shown in Figure 4.24 to Figure 4.27. The obtained results
demonstrated better accuracy for the tensor and PSCAD/EMTDC compared to
CI. For most of the harmonic frequencies the harmonic current from tensors and
PSCAD/EMTDC are almost identical.
For house 1, the results for tensors, CI and PSCAD/EMTDC for all harmonics
are almost equal. This is because house 1 is at the start of the feeder and hence the
voltage distortion is the smallest and hence the smallest contribution of harmonic
current through (equivalent circuit Figure 1.1b.. The voltage distortion increases for
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Figure 4.20 Tensors and Time-domain comparison for House 1























Figure 4.21 Tensors and Time-domain comparison for House 2
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Figure 4.22 Tensors and Time-domain comparison for House 3

























Figure 4.23 Tensors and Time-domain comparison for House 4
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Figure 4.24 Current Magnitude and Phases of House 1
houses connected far from the a.c. source, therefore, the contribution of harmonic
current increases. The interpreted results showed a difference for houses 2, 3 and
4, especially when compared to the CI method. The difference gets prominent for
higher harmonics because, in the CI method, the non-linear devices are represented
by fixed current sources. The harmonic CI method does not consider the harmonic
interaction with the AC electrical network. Therefore, the CI model exhibits under or
overestimation of the current magnitudes and phase angles compared to tensor and
PSCAD/EMTDC results. There is strong agreement between the tensor approach
and PSCAD/EMTDC. This new approach is expected to replace the CI method when
accurate harmonic studies are needed.
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Figure 4.25 Current Magnitude and Phases of House 2
Figure 4.26 Current Magnitude and Phases of House 3
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Figure 4.27 Current Magnitude and Phases of House 4

Chapter 5
APPLICATION TO DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
Harmonic analysis of distribution networks is becoming important as a large number
of non-linear devices are being installed into the system. The detailed modelling of LV
networks will help to provide a more accurate assessment of harmonic levels. Hence,
the harmonic modelling of distribution networks is important to ensure that no adverse
effects will be encountered. In this study, the tensor-based harmonic spectrum library
of commonly used non-linear household appliances (built in chapter 4) is utilised.
This chapter will extend the work of chapter 4 by evaluating distribution network
harmonics.
Moreover, due to residential and commercial load fluctuations, different loading
scenarios and demand patterns are investigated. Loading fluctuates throughout the
day in response to demand patterns i.e. some appliances are switched OFF during the
day, however, they have high penetration during peak times. Due to the time-varying
nature of the non-linear devices, multiple loading scenarios are developed.
The previous chapter presented a tensor representation of a distribution feeder
for the verification against the CI method and the time-domain simulation. In this
chapter, the tensor representation of different distribution networks is obtained, and
the results are compared with the CI method.
5.1 DISTRIBUTION NETWORK MODELLING
The whole purpose of this research is to demonstrate the use of tensor to analyse
distribution networks. There are 10,558 11kV/415V transformers within one exemplar
medium-sized distribution system in New Zealand [Watson et al. 2016],[Watson et al.
2014]. These 10,558 LV networks have been classified based on their characteristics
and fall into four categories city, urban, industrial and commercial. Each customer is
identified by an ICP number. In this research, two LV systems are selected from the
overall network. The first system is a central city area, and the second system is an
urban area. The following systems are modelled:
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• 52-node (52× 3) city LV network (Figure 5.1)
• 369-node (369× 3) urban LV network (Figure 5.11)
5.1.1 Modelling of Residential and Commercial Customers
For an accurate understanding of the impact of non-linear loads on the distribution
network, it is essential to consider the loading profiles of devices. That is demand
over time due to its usage. Every device has a distinct load profile which impacts the
network variably throughout the day. As an example, kitchen loads related to cooking
activities exhibit a similar switching ON pattern every day. Similarly, luminaries, TV,
and heat-pump regularly operate during evenings between 18:00 to 22:00. Also, these
load profiles could be periodic like fridges or intermittent like microwaves. Authors in
[Walker and Pokoski 1985],[Richardson et al. 2010], [Diao et al. 2017],[Foteinaki et al.
2019],[Liu and Cheng 2017] have developed probabilistic scenarios to supply the time
window of the switched ON/OFF state of various non-linear and linear (modelled
as a resistive loads) devices. According to [Walker and Pokoski 1985], there is a
probability that loads are switched randomly throughout the day, but these loads
follow a statistical switching pattern. In [Richardson et al. 2010] load profiles are
developed for each load type to forecast the ON/OFF condition during a day.
Three scenarios with different proportion of non-linear loads were considered.
These were 30%, 60% and 90% of the power being consumed by non-linear loads.
5.2 CASE STUDY 1 - CITY LV NETWORK
In the first case study, a city LV distribution system is modelled, and the single-line
diagram is shown in Figure 5.1. A three-phase LV network of 156 (52 × 3) nodes
is connected to 11/0.415 kV delta/wye transformer with a rating of 300 kVA. This
network has 51 single phase customers connected on different phases at different nodes
through the network.
As previously mentioned, various scenarios are analysed (three are represented
in this thesis), and the complete LV network is solved using tensor analysis, and
the harmonic current magnitudes and angles of the 3rd to 17th harmonics for all
ICPs obtained. Due to the size of the system and the volume of output results, the
comparison between tensor representation and CI method will be displayed at a few
selected nodes (ICPs). These are selected to show the results near the supply point
and further from the supply point. Two groups of nodes are selected from the city
network are Node2 to Node9 and Node36 to Node45. Note that Node36 is the furthest
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Figure 5.1 City LV Distribution Network New Zealand
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from the supply point electrically and the Node37 is the nearest to the supply point
as it is connected to another feeder.
















Tensor for House 24
Figure 5.2 Resultant Tensors for 51 Customers Connected at Different Nodes
5.2.1 Scenario A (90% of the total load is non-linear)
This scenario considered 90% of total operating devices are non-linear. The harmonic
injection is expected to increase due to the operation of a higher proportion of non-
linear appliances. Various types of non-linear loads are modelled to achieve 90% of
the loading. The combination of the devices for customer 1 comprises four types
of lighting equipment, a TV, two PCs, two laptop chargers, an induction stove, a
microwave oven, and a fridge for each customer connected at each node. Therefore, 12
tensors are automatically selected from the library of tensors. The addition of tensors
is performed, and the resultant tensors for all 51 customers connected at different
nodes, as represented in Figure 5.2. The dimension for index is 51×3×2×8 (51-nodes,
3-phase, 2 by 2 tensor form, and 3rd to 17th odd harmonics). The system admittance
in the tensor form is calculated for the complete distribution system and a spy view
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look down at the structure of the admittance matrix is presented in Figure 5.3.



















Figure 5.3 System Admittance Ysys of 156-nodes System in Tensor Form
Two branches, Node2 to Node9 and Node36 to Node45, were selected to be looked
at in more details. The results for the first branch, Node2 to Node9, is shown in
Figure 5.4. For Node2, the current magnitudes and phase angles are the same for
both tensor and CI methods. This is because the customer connected to the Node2,
is closer to the supply transformer and has the least distortion. Therefore, the
contribution of harmonic current through the Norton equivalent circuit is the smallest
(see Figure 1.1b). However, the difference is more noteworthy from Node3 to the higher
nodes as the voltage distortion increases for customers connected further from the
a.c. source. This difference gets prominent because, in the CI method, the non-linear
devices are represented by fixed current sources, and it does not consider the harmonic
interaction with the AC electrical network. Therefore, the CI model exhibits under or
overestimation of the current magnitudes and phase angles compared to the tensor
representation.
Similarly, Figure 5.5 shows the comparison for the second branch, ranging from
Node36 to Node45. For Node36, a significant difference can be seen as it is the last
node of the feeder with the highest voltage distortion. This node is selected in this
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group to show that the difference gets greater for nodes further down the feeder. This
also can be seen in results for Node37 to Node45 and for Node2 to Node9. The results





























































































































Figure 5.4 City LV Network (Scenario A) - Current Magnitude and Phase Angles for Customers
Connected at Node2 to Node9












































































































Figure 5.5 City LV Network (Scenario A) - Current Magnitude and Phase Angles for Customers
Connected at Node36 to Node45
5.2.2 Scenario B (60% of the total load is non-linear)
In this scenario 60% of electrical loads are considered to be non-linear devices. Various
non-linear devices are selected from the tensor library to represent non-linear loads in
the premises and the remaining 40% loads represent the linear loads. The comparison
of tensor and CI methods is shown in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7. Due to 40% of
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linear loads, the difference between the tensor analysis and CI method has decreased
relative to scenario A. Similarly to the previous scenario, the CI method shows a high
difference in current magnitudes and phase angles for higher frequencies comparing to
tensors. This difference also increases for the nodes located at the end of the feeders.
Node36 in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.7 show a dramatic change in the mismatch between




































































































Figure 5.6 City LV Network (Scenario B) - Current Magnitude and Phase Angles for Customers
Connected at Node2 to Node9
















































































































Figure 5.7 City LV Network (Scenario B) - Current Magnitude and Phase Angles for Customers
Connected at Node36 to Node45
5.2.3 Scenario C (30% of the total load is non-linear)
Most of the non-linear devices are not operated as only 30% of the loading is non-linear
loads. It is evident from Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 that the tensor analysis and CI
method give similar results. This is because of the dominating effect of linear loads
which is 70%. The results for all other customers are given in Appendix A.3.









































































































Figure 5.8 City LV Network (Scenario C) - Current Magnitude and Phase Angles for Customers
Connected at Node2 to Node9





















































































































Figure 5.9 City LV Network (Scenario C) - Current Magnitude and Phase Angles for Customers
Connected at Node36 to Node45
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The tensor analysis has been taken as the benchmark to calculate the error of the
CI analysis. The calculated error of the CI analysis is shown in Figure 5.10 for the first
eight harmonics. Figure 5.10 (a) represents 90% of the loading as non-linear loads. As
the feeder progresses from Node2 to Node36, the harmonics error percentage increases
for all harmonics. It is seen that, 3rd and 5th harmonics have the lowest difference
between the CI method and tensor representation. A significant change is seen for
the higher harmonics especially 17th harmonics. The customer connected at Node37
has the lowest harmonics because it is nearest to the supply transformer and having
lowest voltage distortion. From Node42 to Node51, the error gradually increases for
all harmonics.






























Figure 5.10 Error Estimation (%) between the CI and Tensor Representation for Different Percent-
ages of Non-linear Loads of the Total Loading (a) 90% (b) 60% (c) 30%
Figures 5.10 (b) and (c) are showing the error for Scenario B and Scenario C,
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respectively. For both cases, error is lower due to having fewer non-linear loads and
a higher number of linear loads. Figure 5.10 (c) has the lowest error because of the
dominating effects of linear loadings. A smooth change has occurred for Node2 to
Node36, and there is no significant fluctuation compared to Scenario A and Scenario
B.
 
Figure 5.11 Urban LV Distribution Network New Zealand
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5.3 CASE STUDY 2 - URBAN LV NETWORK
The LV urban network of 1110 (370× 3) nodes connected with 11/0.415 kV delta/wye
transformer and 300 kVA rating, is represented using tensors. This network is associated
with 369 single phase customers connected on different phases at different nodes
throughout the network. A schematic of this system is given in Figure 5.11. The
urban LV networks were identified by clustering and typically have a larger distance
between ICPs when compared with the city LV networks. Therefore, the comparison
between the CI and the tensor analysis is more dramatic.
Again, the tensors of customer’s appliances are added together, and the resultant
tensors for all 369 customers distributed at different nodes are used to populate the
system admittance matrix as shown in Figure 5.12. The system admittance in tensor
form is shown in Figure 5.13. Similarly to the city network, three scenarios non-linear
loading is performed; 90%, 60%, and 30% non-linear devices of the total loading.
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Figure 5.12 Resultant Tensors for 368 Customers Connected at Different Nodes
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Figure 5.13 System Admittance Ysys of 1107-nodes System in Tensor Form
5.3.1 Scenario A (90% of the total load is non-linear)
In this scenario, non-linear devices that compose 90% of the total load are considered.
Similarly, like the city network, two groups of nodes Node2 to Node10 and Node181
to Node190, are considered to compare the tensor and the CI method as shown in
Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15, respectively.
There is no mismatch between the tensor analysis and the CI method for the ICPs
connected near the supply voltage such as Node2 to Node3. The difference became
larger for higher nodes further from the supply point. The CI model exhibited under
or overestimation of the current magnitudes and phase angles compared to the tensor
representation. A large mismatch can be seen for the ICPs connected at Node181 to
Node184 because these are the last four nodes of the feeder (see Node80 to Node184 in
Figure 5.11). For these ICPs, the CI model exhibited a large under or overestimation
for all harmonics from 3rd to 17th harmonics. However, the highest mismatch was seen
for the higher harmonics 15th and 17th. The difference between the tensor analysis
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and the CI method dropped for the Node185 as it is the first node of another feeder.
The mismatch increased for ICPs connected further from the supply point such as
Node186 to Node190 as shown in Figure 5.15. Note that the comparison between the
CI and the tensor analysis was more dramatic when compared to city LV network











































































































Figure 5.14 Urban LV Network (Scenario A) - Current Magnitude and Phase Angles for Customers
Connected at Node2 to Node10

















































































Figure 5.15 Urban LV Network (Scenario A) - Current Magnitude and Phase Angles for Customers
Connected at Node181 to Node190
5.3.2 Scenario B (60% of the total load is non-linear)
The percentages of non-linear and linear loads considered in this scenario were 60%
and 40%, respectively. The results for Node2 to Node10 and Node181 to Node190 are
shown in Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17, respectively. Because the non-linear loadings is
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decreased and the linear loading is increased, the mismatch has decreased compared
to Scenario A (see Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15). However, still there is a significant















































































































Figure 5.16 Urban LV Network (Scenario B) - Current Magnitude and Phase Angles for Customers
Connected at Node2 to Node10

















































































Figure 5.17 Urban LV Network (Scenario B) - Current Magnitude and Phase Angles for Customers
Connected at Node181 to Node190
5.3.3 Scenario C (30% of the total load is non-linear)
In this scenario, the majority of the loading were composed of linear devices. Most
of the non-linear devices are not considered as operating condition. Figure 5.18 and
Figure 5.19 shows the result for Node2 to Node10 and Node181 to Node190. As the
non-linear loading decreased, the mismatch between the tensor analysis and the CI
method is very low even for higher nodes such as Node181 to Node184.















































































































Figure 5.18 Urban LV Network (Scenario C) - Current Magnitude and Phase Angles for Customers
Connected at Node2 to Node10





















































































































Figure 5.19 Urban LV Network (Scenario C) - Current Magnitude and Phase Angles for Customers
Connected at Node181 to Node190
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5.4 SUMMARY
This chapter has demonstrated two different test systems using the tensor analysis,
and the results were compared against the CI method. City and urban LV networks
were identified by clustering. Urban networks have a larger distance between the ICPs
than the city networks. Therefore, the urban network showed a dramatic mismatch
between the CI and the tensor analysis compared to the city network. The mismatch
is greater for the higher frequencies of higher nodes connected far from the source.
This is because there is a high level of distiotion for higher nodes. Secondly, each
node is connected with a house and there can be a resonance. The coupling and the
resonance into the system can cause dramatic mismatch for the higher frequencies.
It is evident from the comparison that there has been a significant difference
between the results obtained from the tensor analysis and the CI method. This is
because, for the given selection of devices the current injection would be the same
regardless of the network. It is a fixed CI for each device and they add up to a nominal
CI that would be the same and will not considered any interaction. However, in the
tensor representation the harmonic current the device injects into the network will be
different depending on the network structure. These differences could be important if
an accurate harmonic analysis is required. Moreover, the tensor analysis is capable of
analysing large distribution systems unlike the time-domain such as PSCAD/EMTDC
tool.
Chapter 6
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
6.1 SUMMARY & KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
The key contribution of this work is the tensor representation of distribution networks.
In the previous work, tensor representation was used on an HVDC link, however,
the present work has extended tensors for the modelling of distribution systems with
a large number of non-linear devices. The development of tensors is explained and
demonstrated. This involves linearisation around an operating point. It can be viewed
as a Norton equivalent where the parallel admittance is a 2 × 2 tensor. The key
achievements of this research are:
1. For an accurate approximation of tensors, different optimisation techniques
were tested. A comparison between FD and AAL showed that tensors obtained
through AAL are more accurate than FD. Therefore, throughout this research
work, AAL technique is considered because of its higher accuracy.
2. For the validation of tensors, a successful laboratory experiment is performed.
3. A linearity region for different values of smoothing capacitors, inductors, and
loads for different distortion levels was obtained.
4. A tensor representation of a test feeder is implemented to compare the proposed
method against the time-domain PSCAD/EMTDC and CI method. A strong
agreement is seen between the tensor approach and PSCAD/EMTDC.
5. The combination of individual tensors to produce tensors for a large part of the
network has been demonstrated for the first time.
6. Tensor representation is acquired for different appliances. A successful assessment
of the city and urban distribution system is achieved, and the results are compared
with the existing CI method.
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At first, the harmonic perturbation analysis was performed with various levels
of voltage distortions. The purpose was to get one tensor to represent the device for
all realistic distortion levels. The experimental results show that the admittance loci
are not double traced for higher voltage distortion i.e. they lose their linearity in the
frequency-domain above a certain distortion level. There were differences in the shapes
of tensors that were not exactly the same for all distortion levels and so must be
approximated. Hence, AAL is implemented in this research which produced one tensor
for all realistic voltage distortions accurately. In addition, a laboratory experiment
was carried out for the validation of the tensors. The optimisation approaches are
performed on the data collected from both laboratory experiment and computer-based
simulations.
A large number of PSCAD/EMTDC runs were performed to obtain the linearity
region in the latter stage. For the tensor representation, the non-linear devices were
linearised around the operating point by perturbation analysis. The linearity region
is defined. After defining the linearity region, an extensive number of runs were
performed in PSCAD/EMTDC to build a library of tensors for different non-linear
devices such as modern TVs, advanced air conditioning systems, lighting equipment
(LED and CFLs), VSDs systems, and appliances with VSDs such as fridges and freezers.
Admittance tensor matrices of various non-linear devices were developed in this work
to describe the harmonic interaction between voltage and current components.
The tensors library has been used to model a test feeder, and the results were
evaluated in comparison to the PSCAD/EMTDC and the CI method. A successful
validation was obtained by evaluating the effect of non-linear devices on a distribution
network to assess their harmonic impact. The results were verified and compared
against the PSCAD/EMTDC in two ways. At first, the tensor analysis results were
converted to time waveforms and were compared with PSCAD/EMTDC waveforms to
demonstrate the accuracy. There was a good agreement between tensor time waveform
and PSCAD/EMTDC. However, the slight differences in the current waveforms were
due to the harmonics spectra’s truncation used in the tensor analysis (limited number
of harmonic considered). Secondly, the FFT block in PSCAD/EMTDC was used
to measure the magnitudes and phase angles of the harmonic voltages and currents.
These also agreed well.
In this research, two LV systems were selected from the overall extensive network
of New Zealand. The first system was a central city LV network, while the second
system was an urban LV network. Multiple loading scenarios were developed due to the
time-varying nature of loads. Three different scenarios were examined by considering
different percentage of non-linear loads of the total loading. These investigations led
to a prediction of the potential impact of different load types on the LV feeders, and
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consequently, allows a proper network design of the networks. A comparison between
tensors with the CI method was performed. The CI method is a fixed current source
which neither evaluates the interaction between non-linear devices and a.c. system nor
interaction between multiple non-linear devices. Therefore, has been demonstrated
that the CI model exhibited under- or over-estimation of the current magnitudes and
phase angles compared to the tensor analysis and have also incorrectly estimated the
voltage distortion. This under- and over-estimation was low for the houses connected at
the start of the feeder. This is because the voltage distortion is smallest and therefore,
the smallest incremental harmonic current due to terminal voltage distortion. The
voltage distortion increases as customers move far from the supply point, which results
in a high contribution of harmonic current from the terminal voltage distortion. The
reason of the frequency-domain approach using tensor analysis is important because it
has the ability to model very large electrical networks which are impractical to model
using a time-domain tool such as PSCAD/EMTDC.
6.2 FUTURE WORK
This research work can be extended by the following:
1. Developing a larger database of tensors for equipment in use. The present work
has demonstrated the procedure and applicability of the technique but has not
developed a comprehensive database.
2. More work enable the linear region to be predicted based on the class of circuit
used. The work present demonstrated the region of linearity but did not pro-
duce guidelines to enable prediction of the region based on circuit types and
parameters.
3. Error analysis of the tensors and the overall error in the harmonic assessment.
• dependence on frequency
• propagation of error from tensor to final solution




A.1 CITY LV NETWORK - SCENARIO A
A.2 CITY LV NETWORK - SCENARIO B
A.3 CITY LV NETWORK - SCENARIO C
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